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Where does the term “regression” come from?

The concept of regression comes from genetics
and was popularized by Sir Francis
Galton during the late 19th century with the
publication of Regression towards mediocrity in
hereditary stature.
Galton observed that extreme characteristics
(e.g., height) in parents are not passed on
completely to their offspring. Rather, the
characteristics in the offspring regress towards
a mediocre point (a point which has since been
identified as the mean).
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Galton
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For what purpose do we develop a statistical model?

 Description:
Describe data by a statistical model.
 Explanation:
Search for the “true” model to understand and causally explain the
relationships between variables and to plan for interventions.

 Prediction:
Use model to make reliable predictions.
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Linear regression – the mother of all statistical models
as used in descriptive modelling

Model for the c onditional probability distribution

y i =  0 +  1  xi 1   i

CPD: YX i =(Y|X i ) ~ N(  xi ,  )
2

x  

x is given
by the model



Var(YX i )=Var(Y|X i )=Var( i )   2

 i i.i.d. ~ N (0,  2 )

CPD

CPD

CPD

(Y|X i ) ~ N(  xi ,  2 )

2 is independent of
the predictor values

MPD

contiuous
Y ~ Varbirar
y

Y is continuous and can have
an arbitrary marginal
probability distribution

Yx  



E YX i   xi =( |X =x i )=  0 + 1  xi1
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Linear regression: interpretation of coefficient
as used in descriptive modelling

y i =  0 + 1  xi1  ...   p  xip  ε i

y= Xβ ε
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The coefficient k gives the change of the outcome y, given the explanatory
variable xk is increased by one unit and all other variables are held constant.

 k = y x 1 - y x  yx
k

k

k

 xk 1
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Descriptive modeling has a long tradition in statistics
“Descriptive modelling is aimed at summarizing or representing given data in a
compact manner. …the reliance on an underlying causal theory is absent”
Source: Shmueli 2010

“Considerations of causality should be treated as they have
always been in statistics: preferably not at all;
But if necessary than with great care"
Terry Speed, president of the Biometric Society 1994‐95

Especially we cannot use coefficients in linear regression model to predict
how the outcome y would change if we make an intervention and increase
a certain predictor by one unit (we make no intervention on all other
predictors neither do we control them).
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Sidetrack: Causal effects are best derived from randomized trials
?

Treatment is assigned randomly
→ differences of the outcome between both treatment groups is due to the treatment:
causal effect = intervention effect
→ appropirate regression model:

~
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Judea Pearl introduced causal reasoning into statistical modeling
of observational data

Key idea: use causal graphs and backdoor
criterion to determine for which covariates
we should adjust to get a causal model.

ACM Turing Award 2011: “For fundamental contributions to artificial
intelligence through the development of a calculus for probabilistic and
causal reasoning."
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Sidetrack: Causal effects can also be derived from observational
data when using Pearl’s backdoor criterion is fulfilled
When can the regression coefficient in a model be interpreted as causal effect?

We need to adjust with an appropriate set SB of covariates Vi (e.g. all parents of X) which
would be sufficient to close all backdoor paths from intervention X to the outcome Y

outcome ~ predictor +


V S
i

Vi

outcome ~ predictor +

 parents(predictor)

B
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Also statisticians picked up causality based on Pearl’s ideas
P. Bühlman (ETH): “Pure regression is intrinsically the wrong tool”
(to understand causal relationships between predictors and outcome and
to plan interventions based on observational data)”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBtxRUdmvx4
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Retrospective vs Prospective modeling
 Descriptive modeling is retrospective:
the model is used to describe the collected data.
 Explanatory modeling is retrospective – the model is used
• to test an already existing set of hypotheses
• to estimate the causal effect of a predictor on the outcome

for both cases appropriate data that were collected for this purpose
 Predictive modeling is prospective (forward-looking):
the model is constructed for predicting new observations.

Model assessment of retrospective models is done on data used to build the model.

Model assessment of prospective models is done on new data.
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Let’s simulate some data and split them in train and test set

…
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Let’s fit a linear regression model for descriptive modelling
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Statisticians descriptive model check: residual analysis

Residual plots look o.k., what is expected since true model is fitted to simulated data.
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Poor man’s descriptive model check: observed vs fitted
main diagonal
fitted regression line y~predicted for train data

Slope of fitted line for observed vs fitted is 1 proving that
linear regressions produces unbiased fitted values.
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Let’s use the regression model as predictive model
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Let’s check if predictions are unbiased: calibration plot
main diagonal
fitted regression line y~predicted for test data

Slope of fitted line for observed vs predicted values is smaller that 1
meaning that linear regressions produces to extreme predicted values.
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Are predictions always to extreme?
Slope of calibration line on test data over 1000 simulations

95% CI for EW of cal_slope: [0.948,0955]
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The simulation shows that on average linear regressions produces to extreme
predicted values. But we have sample variation and the bias varies from run
to run and sometimes the predictions are even not extreme enough.
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In which cases are “naïve” predictions biased on new data?
If the regression fit (on training data) is not very good (small F statistics)
indicating that the model rather overfits the data as it easily happens for
•
•
•
•

lot of noise – large residual error
small (training) data set
small effects – small coefficients
many predictors

→ see R simulation

Observations in R simulation:
- For p>=2 predictors and small effects we can observe this bias in the predictions
(mean calibration slope b is significantly smaller than 1 when using the a model fitted on train to predict test data)
- For p=1 predictor (simple regression) we cannot estimate the expected value of the calibration slope b to show b <1
- The distribution of the simulated calibration slopes is not Normal but is rather compatible with a t-distribution with df=p
Houwelingen2001 p.25: “It might be expected that shrinkage in the regression setting only works if there are
at least three covariates yielding four unknown parameters.”
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Shrinkage leads to calibrated predictions on new data
•

Naïve Least Square Prediction uses the model fitted on train data also to predict
new data:

yˆ LS  αˆ LS  x  βˆ LS
•

Since we observe that predictions on new data are on average to extreme, we
need to shrink them towards the mean to get calibrated predictions

•

This can be achieved by shrinking the coefficients in the regression model

(w/o loss

of generality we assume that all predictors are centered).

•

Recalibrated prediction achieved by shrinking the coefficients with a shrinkage
factor ∈ 0,1 :



yˆ recalibrated  αˆ LS  X  c  βˆ LS
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How to determine how much we need to shrink the coefficients?
•

Based on the global F-statistics:

̂

max 1

,0

(see Copas 1997)

•

Or better through cross validation:
yi

– regress on
where
is the naive
LS prediction where the LS model was fitted
while omitting the i-th observation: the slope
of this regression is the estimated
shrinkage factor c.

main diagonal
fitted regression line

yˆ  i

– Use penalized regressions such as
LASSO resulting in shrinked coefficients
by applying a L1 penalty, where the tuning
parameter  is optimized for prediction
performance and is determined by cv
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Compare calibration of LS-lm versus cv-lasso model
(unshrinked) LS lm model

cv‐shrinked lasso model

The linear model from the simulation (10 predictors) is better calibrated after Lasso shrinkage.
library(glmnet)
fit_lasso = glmnet(x=X, y=Y, alpha=1)
plot(fit_lasso, xvar = "lambda")
crossval = cv.glmnet(x=X, y=Y)
plot(crossval)
opt_la = crossval$lambda.min
fit1 = glmnet(x=X, y=Y, alpha=1,
lambda=opt_la )
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Calibration slope for train and test predictions

Calibration fit: y  a  b  yˆ where b is the calibration slope
Using the model that was fitted on training set for prediction we get:
always a calibration-slope = 1

on average a calibration-slope < 1

when predicting training data

when predicting test data
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We want to understand / deduce, why naïve
predictions on new data are biased
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Sidetrack: Regression to the mean as step on the way

Performance test 2

Consider a test‐retest situation: Same people do twice a performance test:

performance test 1
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLv5cerjV0c

See appendix for a formal rational
based on “errors in variables”
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Sidetrack: Regression to the mean as step on the way
We look at 2 RV (random values) Y1 and Y2
• Both follow the same distribution → E Y1
•

1, 2

E Y2

μ , Var Y1

Var Y2

1

Naïve (w/o shrinkage to the mean) we would expect:

2 1

1

However, we have regression to the mean
() meaning that the expected value of Y2
for all observations with a certain Y1 value is
not also Y1 but closer to the overall mean .

E Y 2 | Y 1    Y 1  (1   )  

See appendix for a formal rational
based on “errors in variables”
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Sidetrack: Regression to the mean as step on the way
Proof by regression
• Y1, Y2 follow the same distribution →
•

1, 2

We want to show:

μ,

σ

1

E Y 2 | Y 1    Y 1  (1   )  

Proof via regression:

Y 2   0  1  Y 1  

E Y 2 | Y 1   0  1  Y 1

main diagonal

 0  Y 2  1  Y 1

1   Y 2
 Y1

Y 2

 Y 1   Y 2  Y 1
 Y1
 Y1


E Y 2 | Y 1          Y 1


E Y 2 | Y 1    Y 1  (1   )  
E Y 2 | Y 1  Y 2  

See appendix for a formal rational
based on “errors in variables”
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How to understand why naïve predictions are biased:
Regression to the mean as step on the way

In our simulation we have 10 predictors and we sampled 10 fix coefficients.
We have sampled 50 predictor vectors for the train data & simulated y from the true model:
y_train = x_train %*% beta + rnorm(n, sd=error_sd)

y train  X  β  ε ' with  i '  N  0, 2 

Now we simulate 50 new outcomes based on the same predictor values x:
Y_test = x_train %*% beta + rnorm(n, sd=error_sd)

y train ~ N  X  β,  I 
2

y test ~ N  X  β,  2 I 

y test  X  β  ε '' with  i ''  N  0, 2 
versus
main diagonal
fitted regression line

corr  y train , y test   1
→

vs

will show

“shrinkage to the mean”
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How to understand why naïve predictions are biased:
Regression to the mean as step on the way
train

LS fitted values on train:

yˆ fitted train  X  βˆ train  X  β  δ ',  '  V , E(δ ')  0, δ '  X  β
train

see Copas’97

LS prediction on test:

yˆ pred on test  X  βˆ train  yˆ train  X  β  δ '
test

yˆ pred on test ~ V and yˆ fitted test ~ V ,



LS fitted values on test:

yˆ fitted test  X  βˆ test  X  β  δ '',

with  ''  V , E(δ '')  0, δ ''  X  β

yˆ pred on test versus fitted ŷ test

We are again in a situation where
regression to the mean is expected.

E  yˆ pred on test





|corr yˆ pred on test , yˆ fitted test  1


yˆ fitted test     yˆ pred on test  (1   )   ,



ŷ test

  Cov  yˆ pred on test , yˆ fitted test   
T

with  =  X and  
T

 p 1   2

 n 

  Cov  yˆ pred on test , yˆ fitted test     
T

For derivation of
see Copas’97
p: # predictors
n: # observations

ŷ pred on test
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How to understand why naïve predictions are biased:
using regression to the mean as step on the way

Now let
be the actual observed value of the test observation with covariates .


We know that we get unbiased fitted values
 ˆ
ˆ
y
E y
fitted test  = y fitted test
 test
with coefficients estimated on test data:


However:

E y
 test




T
ˆ

yˆ pred on test = E   X   '' | y pred on test   E  yˆ fitted test   ''  ''






 E  yˆ fitted test




yˆ pred on test  + 0 + 0


, yˆ
  Cov  yˆ

(last slide)

   yˆ pred on test  (1   )   ,

T

with  =  X and  
T

pred on test

  Cov  yˆ
T


 E y
 test


pred on test

, yˆ

fitted test


yˆ pred on test 



fitted test

 

ytest

 

 
p 1



2

n



yˆ pred on test   yˆ pred on test



ŷ pred on test

Copas: “Thus, when predicting a new case, the distribution of the actual Y is not
centered on the (train) least squares predictor, but regresses towards the mean”
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Shrinkage leads to biased estimates on training data.
But: A biased model can have a better prediction performance

On training data estimated prediction model:

ˆ X)
fˆ : X  prediction f(
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Shrinkage often leads to better prediction performance
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A good predictive model needs not to be a good causal model
HDL

?

Heart
disease
Epidemiological studies of
CHD and the evolution of
preventive cardiology
Nature Reviews
Cardiology 11,
276–289 (2014)

HDL gives a strong negative association with heart disease in cross-sectional
studies and is the strongest predictor of future events in prospective studies.
Roche tested the effect of drug “dalcetrapib” in phase III on 15’000 patients
which proved to boost HDL (“good cholesterol”) but failed to prevent heart
diseases. Roche stopped the failed trial on May 2012 and immediately lost
$5billion of its market capitalization.
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Thank You
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Appendix: Errors in explanatory variables
In regression we assume that the explanatory variables are fixed and error-free.
However, in many situations we should assume that the error-free
observed and instead we observe an error-prone value .

cannot be

Classical ME model

Wi = xi  U i
U i ~ N (0,  u2 )
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Appendix: Errors in explanatory variables ctd.
The classical error model (the observed value
varies around the true value ) is
quite common in case of observational data. When fitting a linear regression model
based on the error-prone
the slope will be attenuated (to small).
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Appendix: Errors in explanatory variables ctd.
Regression to the mean appears in the test-retest situation since both test
observations are error-prone, hence we are in the situation of a classical ME model.
We show now that the slope is underestimated in a naïve model in case of classical
error structure of the corresponding predictor:

true model: y   0   x  x  
error model: w=x  u , u  y,
naive model: y   0*   x*  w  

cov( x, y )
estimate with true predictor: ˆx 
var( x)

cov( w, y ) cov( x  u , y )
cov( x, y )
naive estimate: ˆx* 


 ˆx
var(w)
var(x  u)
var(x)  var(u)
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